COMPLETING
THE PICTURE
BRIDGE EQUIPMENT

Go no further than KH Charts for all your equipment, lags, brassware, clocks and bridge supplies. Signs and safety
posters can also be provided.

EQUIPMENT
KH Charts offers the inest and largest selection of high quality navigation tools for the discriminating navigator. This includes a wide range of
dividers, sextants, plotting tools, writing instruments and navigation sets.
All our navigation and plotting instruments can be supplied individually or as part of our Outit Management Service ensuring that you have
complete chartroom management service and support.
KH Charts offers many exclusive equipment and instruments, including the industry renowned Kelvin Hughes Chart Correcting Kit. Our entire
range of chart work tools are produced to the highest standards and designed to cope with the harsh marine environment.




Flags and Brassware
Bridge Supplies
Ships Clocks

FLAGS
We offer one of the largest ranges of lags for marine use with options to suit all budgets. Our range includes both printed and hand sewn lags
and covers the following ares:




Flags of all nations
International Code of Signals
Bunting and Table Flags

BRASSWARE AND CLOCKS
From the bridge to the boardroom - our exclusive collections of precision made instruments will suit your needs.
Collections include ship’s bell clocks - 8 day wind and battery operated, quartz clocks, time and tide clocks, and barometers housed in forged
brass cases or chrome over brass cases, stamped brass, aluminium or stainless steel cases at various price points that will work with your
budget.

COMPASS ADJUSTING
KH Charts employ trained and highly skilled compass adjusters. They are available 24hours a day to service and repair magnetic compasses.

BRIDGE EQUIPMENT

KH Charts
Unit 4, Voltage, Mollison Avenue,
Enield EN3 7XQ, UK
t: +44 (0)1992 805 400 f: +44 (0)1992 805 410
e: khcharts@kelvinhughes.com

KH Charts Netherlands
Klompenmakerstraat 64, 3194 DE Hoogvliet,
Rotterdam, Netherlands
t: +31 10 416 7622 f: +31 10 416 7218

KH Charts Singapore
896 Dunearn Road, #03-05 Sime Darby Centre,
Singapore, 589472
t: +65 6545 9880 f: +65 6545 8892

WWW.KHCHARTS.COM
khcharts@kelvinhughes.com
MORE THAN JUST CHARTS...
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